Abstract-The research try to identify the reality and determine the criteria of evaluating the performance of Arabic digital libraries through analytical descriptive and shed light on the future of the storage and retrieval of information and make it available. In this paper the result showed the possibility of giving general information about each one of the digital libraries, also the results showed the possibility of sailing through the site to obtain the information required for research.
I. INTRODUCTION
The digital libraries are institutions of information and systems having many databases which containing various types of sources of digital information &electronic form therefore they are developed comprehensive retrieval systems deal with brilliantly digital data via multimedia in order to support the beneficiary in the dealings with the information available on the networks [1] The digital libraries in the Arab word made a significant progress in this fields like;-(Alexandria digital library),which was started in September 2009 with supporting of UNESCO containing more than 30 institutions [2] , (the library of Cairo university) which was started in 1932 covering a thousand of printed books ,manuscripts and periodicals. On the 29 February 2008 it started as a digital one which has a large collection of rare books and manuscripts in the Arab word and an electronic archive of thesis and dissertations [3] (The national library of King FAHD in the KSA) this library begins as a digital library in 1406H .it contains more than (367.000) of the different kinds of materials such as, rare books and manuscripts. And also includes about (5000) wrapped illustrated Arabic manuscripts in psychology which was bringing from the university of Preston, in USA. It was currently comprises (100.000) materials which is related to the kingdom. And last [4] (the national library in IRAQ, which is name also the house of books and documents).it was established in 1920 .the library provides many services like, issues national bibliography of IRAQ and monthly electronic bulletin beside that, the national archive is available on the internet and online catalog [5 ] ., so the research seeks to achieve the following objectives: The research depending on the internet as a source of digital information gets most of the information in highlight of the great development of technology in the modern era. Some of the important criteria ranged from 1-16 used to evaluate the performance, modernity ,intellectual liability, accuracy, general information , shape&design, access , link to the site, subject, continuity, security, recognition and supporting.
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION Table I and Table II indicates criteria of precision and intellectual liability showing the possibility of contact on signing the document as it was between degree good&v. good in the each of the libraries except in the national library of Iraq which was weak, also the table indicate that the type of institutions were academic and national, that mean all the sites of the libraries serve specific kind of users. The Table III and Table IV show that all the information which provide by all the libraries are not limited, also indicate that digital library of king Fahd has always try to help the users by providing an update information. Table X and Table IX show that the access to information in an easy&faster way is clear in the library of Alexandria&central library in Cairo, but it was sometimes slow in the library of king Fahd&national library of IRAQ. Also the table illustrate that most of the digital libraries are having trouble in downloading fees for substantive content. Table XI and Table XII show that these libraries have been established after a planned strategy but the possibility of updating information ranging between each week or month, also show that most of the digital libraries allow to give a hard copy through downloading from internet directly, and that reflect the increase of using the site by users. Table XIII and Table XIV [ 14] illustrate that all the digital libraries doesn't have an encryption system so this lead to make an easy access to the site. Is it easily to access to the site Is the process of using the site clear and understandable Table XV and Table XVI illustrate that the typical design distinguishes the status of the library directly&all the sites are not innovation in, addition to this, the use of sites are easy way but the users couldn't use the smart search because it wasn't found. Many studies previously have been studied the digital&electronic libraries trying to design as its web to these library by using database management system and gafa language also these studies identify the problems which face the design, most of these studied conclude that the complements of the digital libraries&virtual libraries are the same [6] - [11] . In spite of the positive result, there are some negative point like That most of the digital libraries Arab faces the problem of security of access to information where, some of them doesn't having encryption system of its own, as most of them need to be closer to sources of access to information and lacks of strategy (smart search )that lead to have insufficient information and incomplete benefits from the sites. 
